A jib crane consists of a pendulum-like end line attached to a rotatable jib. Within this general category of cranes there exist devices with multiple degrees of freedom including variable load-line length and variable jib length. These cranes are commonly used for construction and transportation applications. Point-to-point payload maneuvers using jib cranes are performed so as not to excite the spherical pendulum modes of their cable and payload assemblies. Typically, these pendulum modes, although time-varying, exhibit low frequencies. The resulting maneuvers are therefore performed slowly, contributing to high construction and transportation costs. The crane considered here consists of a spherical pendulum attached to a rigid jib. The other end of the jib is attached to a direct drive motor for generating rotational motion. A general approach is presented for determining the open-loop trajectories for thejib rotation for accomplishing fixed-time, point-to-point, residual oscillation free, symmetric maneuvers. These residual oscillation free trajectories purposely excite the pendulum modes in such a way that at the end of the maneuver the oscillatory degrees of freedom are quiescent. Simulation results are presented with experimental verification.
INTRODUCTION
Construction and transportation cranes can generally be grouped into one of two categories based on their configuration. The first category consists of overhead, gantry cranes. These systems incorporate a trolley which translates in the horizontal plane. Attached to the trolley is a load-line for payload attachment. Typically, they have varying load-line length capabilities. The second category consists ofrotary cranes. As the name implies, the load-line attachmentpoint undergoes rotation. Other degrees of freedom may exist such as translation of the load-line attachment point along the jib, variable load-line length, or if the jib is replaced by a boom, the characteristic boom rotational motion, known as luffing*.
Auernig and Troger consider time optimal payload maneuvers of a gantry crane undergoing trolley translation and load-line length change. The coupled, nonlinear equations ofmotion and adjoint equations, obtained from the application of Pontryagin's maximum principle, are solved analytically for the cases of constant and variable hoisting speeds. In both cases the maneuvers are developed such that the payload is residual oscillation free. Moustafa In this paper a procedure for generating open-loop inputs for a rotary jib crane is introduced. The primary maneuver of interest is the residual oscillation, point-to-point movement of a payload. The input angular acceleration to the jib motor is postulated as having a pulse-coast-pulse form. A numerical optimization technique is used to generate the parameters which define this pulse sequence such that the maneuver is residual oscillation free. Of secondary interest are maneuvers where the payload oscillates in a specified manner at the end ofthe maneuver. Again, the pulse sequences are designed via numerical optimization. Experimental results for these maneuvers verify the results of the numerical optimization procedure.
CRANE DESCRIPTION
The crane considered here consists of a rotatable jib with a load-line attached to the end. A mass, representing a payload, is attached to the end of the load-line. This apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 The a1, a2, a3 coordinate system is attached to the jib and rotates about the hub with angular rate '. The rotation angles e, are defined as rotations of the load-line about the â, a2 axes respectively. The attachment point of the load-line to the jib is at a distance x from the center of rotation of the hub. The load-line has length L and the payload has mass m. The two rotations will from now on be referred to as the radial (2) and the tangential (e ). The input to this system is the hub rotation trajectory 'y(t) and the outputs are the rotation angles of the load-line, 8 (t), 82(t)
The experimental system uses a constant velocity, computer controlled, direct-drive, motor. Physical values for x, m, L are given in Table 1. 132 ISPIE Vol. 2447 Table 1 . Physical quantities used for the experimental apparatus.
As mentioned in the introduction, several maneuvers are examined all of which consist of a 90° jib rotation. The first is designed such that the payload is residual oscillation free. The second allows only tangential oscillation at the end of the maneuver, while the third allows only radial oscillation of the payload.
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Using the rotating a, a2, a3 coordinate system, the vector from the center of rotation of the hub to the payload is given by
Lagrange's equations dIaL') aL_0 
is the difference between the kinetic energy T and the potential energy V.
With the aid of Fig. 1 and Eq. 1 , the kinetic energy can be found as
2.
• 1 j and the potential energy is
Substituting Eq. 3, Eq. 4, and Eq. 5 into Eq. 2 yields the two equations of motion for the oscillatory degrees of freedom e1, e2
(g 2'
where small angle assumptions have been exploited for 0, °2 and their derivatives.
In the following, a numerical solution for the hub rotation y(t) yielding the desired residual motion of the payload, is found relying on the equations of motion of Eq. 6.
MANEUVER GENERATION
Maneuvers are generated by first postulating the jib angular acceleration profile ( t) having the pulse-coast-pulse form shown in Fig. 2 .
The choice of this form is based on similar work regarding residual oscillation free slewing of a flexible rod 10 In that study, the slewing was performed in the horizontal plane. However, due to gravitational and centrifugal effects, vibration was excited in both the horizontal and vertical directions. It was shown how a rotation profile could be generated such that vibration in both directions was suppressed at the end of the maneuver. While the physics of the pendulum problem considered here and the slewing rod are similar, the coupling between modes of oscillation is significantly different.
The angular acceleration profile of Fig. 2 is uniquely described by the amplitude of the first pulse, A1 ,the duration of the first pulse, T1 , the coast duration, '2 and the duration of the second pulse, 7'3 . The amplitude of the second pulse is determined by the requirement of zero jib angular velocity at the end of the maneuver, or
These four parameters are obtained using the recursive quadratic programming numerical optimization code developed by Hopper The minimized cost function has the form J = w10(t) +W20?(t1) +W302(tf) +W462(tf)
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where the weighting coefficients w1 are chosen based on the type of residual oscillation desired. Equality constraints are used to ensure the completion of the 900 jib rotation. Evaluation of the cost function and the constraint equations requires the integration of the equations of motion in Eq. 6. This is performed using fourth order Runge-Kutta integration with a time step of 0.001 seconds. Table 2 shows the parameters obtained via the optimization process which result in the three maneuvers of interest. Plots of jib rotation are shown in Fig. 3 through Fig. 5 . The angular acceleration profiles implemented on the hardware, described in Section 2, produce the desired maneuvers with no modification of the inputs. This implies an excellent ability to model and simulate this system. The absence of residual oscillation was determined by observation during testing. Due to the agreement between simulation and experiment, simulation plots are presented. Table 2 . Jib acceleration parameters for the maneuvers considered.
RESULTS
The residual oscillation free maneuver of Fig. 3 uses an acceleration profile symmetric in time about the half period of the maneuver. This is consistent with the results obtained by Petterson and Robinett 1O Allowing pendulum sway in either the radial or tangential directions only, requires nonsymmetric acceleration histories as in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . Plots of the pendulum sway are shown in Fig. 6 through Fig. 8 . Centrifugal effects during the maneuver are illustrated by Fig. 9 through Fig. 11 which show the projection of the payload and the jib end onto the horizontal surface. In all cases the load is observed moving initially outward from the tip path. Radial oscillation only maneuver. No oscillation maneuver. Tangential oscillation only maneuver.
The acceleration profiles developed here purposely excite the oscillatory motion of the load. This is illustrated by investigating the Fourier series of the acceleration history. Examination of the quasi-static stiffness matrix of Eq. 6 throughout the residual oscillation-free maneuver indicates only slight changes in the quasi-static natural frequencies of the load. Specifically, the nominal (nonrotating) natural frequency in both radial and tangential directions is 0.995 Hz .The initial acceleration pulse, with zero velocity, results in a slight increase of this frequency. However, the softening effect of the angular velocity during the maneuver causes the quasi-static natural frequency to decrease to 0.978 Hz at the half-period of the maneuver. This change in quasi-static natural frequency is symmetric in time about the half-period. Fig. 12 shows a 20-term Fourier sine series expansion of the input acceleration history. The first 5 coefficients of the jib angle history, obtained from integrating the acceleration history, are given in Table 3 . Table 3 . First 5 terms of the Fourier expansion.
The second and third terms are near the quasi-static frequency of the system, indicating excitation of that frequency.
Finally, some mention of the robustness of this technique is in order. It is expected that the performance of the system will suffe due to inaccuracies of the model. Sensitivity analyses indicate that the most important model parameter is the load-line length.
Small errors in this quantity can lead to residual vibration, whereas similar errors in jib length can be tolerated without significant degradation of performance. Sensitivity of the response due to the discontinuous nature of the acceleration profile can be reduced by using a smoothed profile such as a versine function. This technique has been used for vibration suppression of a flexible rod, and is applicable here. 12
6. SUMMARY A method for generating residual oscillation free maneuvers for a rotary jib crane has been presented. This method uses the model of the system in conjunction with a numerical optimization process to generate parameters describing the jib angular acceleration profile. Maneuvers obtained using this procedure were experimentally verified demonstrating not only the usefulness of this method but also the ability to accurately simulate such a system. The input profiles were also shown to purposely excite the quasi-static frequencies ofthe payload in order to decrease the operating time ofthejib crane (i.e., decrease construction costs). Acceleration and Fourier expansion.
